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How to brainstorm new content  
Fast & easy 

 

Finding meaningful things to say on a regular basis can be difficult. In my opinion, you just don’t really have 

an eye-opening, deep, insightful revelation EVERY SINGLE WEEK. Sometimes, there’s just a lot of 

unnecessary emails, meetings that take too long and tedious tasks that drain you of all your creative energy, 

am I right? Thankfully, like pretty much everything, brainstorming new content ideas can be learned, 

practiced and improved easily. This list of questions is going to help you come up with awesome content 

super quick and easy. Whether you carve out an hour of your time and go through the document as a whole 

or just want to keep it on hand in case you’re stuck – it will definitely do the job! 

 

Let’s get to it! 

 

YOUR ENVIRONMENT/INDUSTRY/AREA OF EXPERTISE 

 

 What are common misconceptions about your industry? 

 

 What would you like to improve regarding your industry? 

 

 Which changes has your industry gone through? Which changes should happen soon? 

 

 What are current trends? What are overdone things? 

 

 What do you love about the industry you are in? 

 

 Are there any tools of the trade (software, platforms, resources) specific to your industry? 

 

 Are there any step by step practices in your industry? 
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YOUR AUDIENCE 

 What sort of problems does your audience face on a regular basis? 

 

 What are their needs? 

 

 What are their interests? 

 

 Which problems can you solve for your readers? 

 

 What would make their lives easier? Can you provide it? 

 

 Are there any “stupid questions” they don’t dare to raise that you can address? 

 

 

YOURSELF 

 What insights can you offer your readers? 

 

 What are your personal positive/negative experiences in the industry? 

 

 What are the biggest lessons you have learned? 

 

 What piece of advice was the most helpful you ever received and why? 

 

 What do you wish someone would have told you some time ago? 

 

 What did you use to struggle with? 

 

 Are there any common questions you get asked regularly? 

 

 

 

You’ve done well – now grab yourself a cookie. You earned it! 
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